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US Treasury (UST) yields moved higher again in October. Overall, 2-year and
10-year yields ended the month at 0.499% and 1.555%, respectively, about
22.2 basis points (bps) and 6.7 bps higher compared to end-September.
Economic growth in China, South Korea and Singapore moderated in the
third quarter of 2021. Meanwhile, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
increased the FX policy slope, and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) withdrew
excess liquidity from the financial system.
The inflationary picture was mixed across Asia. September headline
consumer price index (CPI) prints in Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore rose,
while similar gauges of inflation in China, South Korea, India and the
Philippines eased from August levels. In China, President Xi Jinping called for
“proactively and steadily” promoting property tax legislation, which is part of
his “common prosperity” programme that aims, among other things, to
enhance housing affordability.
Asian credits returned -1.35% in October, with credit spreads widening by 5.0
bps as UST yields rose. The marked divergence in performance continued
between Asian high-grade (HG) and their high-yield (HY) counterparts, as
concerns around the Chinese property sector escalated. At end of month,
Asian HG returned -0.31%, as the 7.0 bps tightening in spreads was
insufficient to offset the rise in UST yields. HY retreated 5.17%, with spreads
widening by 100.1 bps.
We are slightly cautious on rates markets and expect Indonesian bonds to
outperform. On currencies, we expect the US dollar (USD) to resume its
ascent against regional currencies when US rates adjust higher, with the
Singapore dollar (SGD) likely to outperform.
We believe medium-term fundamentals remain supportive of moderately
tighter Asian credit spreads over the next six months. However, near-term
downside risks and market volatility have increased, which calls for a more
gradual and selective approach to adding credit risk over the next few
months.
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Asian rates and FX
Market review
US Treasury yields rise anew in October
Inflation worries and fears of premature tightening caused a twist flattening of the UST yield curve in October, with the
front-end to the belly trading weakest on the curve. Yields marched higher at the start of the month despite nonfarm
payrolls rising by a significantly weaker-than-expected 194,000, as the market remained focused on the US Federal
Reserve’s (Fed) tapering plans. Subsequently, hawkish rhetoric from Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey
prompted a meaningful repricing in global front-end markets, including USTs. Thereafter, minutes of the Fed’s
September meeting revealed that the central bank will most likely commence tapering its asset purchases next month.
In addition, some members voiced concern that current inflation pressures might last longer than anticipated. Towards
month-end, hawkish comments from a number of developed markets (DM) central banks pushed up short-end rates,
while concerns about the economic outlook—as data fell short of expectations—pulled down longer-dated UST yields.
Overall, 2-year and 10-year yields ended the month at 0.499% and 1.555%, respectively, about 22.2 bps and 6.7 bps
higher compared to end-September.
Chart 1: Markit iBoxx Asian Local Bond Index (ALBI)
For the month ending 31 October 2021
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Source: Markit iBoxx Asian Local Currency Bond Indices, Bloomberg, 31 October 2021

Note: Bond returns refer to ALBI indices quoted in local currencies while FX refers to local currency movement against USD. ALBI
regional index is in USD unhedged terms. Returns are based on historical prices. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of
future performance.

Economic growth in China, South Korea and Singapore moderates in the third quarter of 2021
Chinese real gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the third quarter dropped to 4.9% year-on-year (YoY)—the
slowest pace of growth in a year. The slowdown in economic activity was due partly to power shortages and regulatory
tightening in the property sector. Meanwhile, the Singapore government’s advance estimates showed that GDP growth
moderated to 6.5% YoY in the third quarter, from an upwardly revised 15.2% in the April to June period. Growth in the
manufacturing sector was driven mainly by the electronics and precision engineering clusters, while growth in the
construction sector was largely due to low base effects. In South Korea, third quarter GDP growth expanded 4.0% YoY in
the third quarter, down from 6.0% in the previous quarter, as subdued private consumption and weak construction and
facility investment offset robust exports.
MAS increases the FX policy slope; RBI withdraws excess liquidity from the financial system
The MAS surprised markets by announcing a “slight” increase in the slope of the SGD NEER policy band, while keeping
unchanged the width of the policy band and the level at which it is centred. The accompanying statement sounded
slightly hawkish, with the monetary authority noting that global growth is forecast to register above trend in 2022, and
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domestic growth should “return to around its potential” next year. At the same time, it added that core inflation is
expected to “rise steadily from below 1% on average this year to 1–2% in 2022”. Separately, the RBI left the policy repo
rate unchanged and retained its guidance of a continued accommodative stance “as long as necessary to revive and
sustain growth on a durable basis”. The central bank maintained its 9.5% YoY forecast for GDP growth in Fiscal Year
2022 (ending March) and revised down its CPI inflation forecast for the same year to 5.3% (from 5.7%). Importantly, the
bank decisively moved to withdraw excess liquidity from the system, tapering its quantitative easing programme to
zero and increasing the variable reverse repo auction size to Indian rupee (INR) 6 trillion (from INR 4 trillion).
Inflationary picture across Asia mixed
September headline CPI prints in Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore rose, while similar gauges of inflation in China,
South Korea, India and the Philippines eased from August levels. Thailand’s consumer price index rose 1.68% YoY in
September, registering the fastest growth in four months. The higher-than-expected print was driven partly by higher
oil prices and the end of state subsidy for water and electricity charges. Similarly, overall inflation in Malaysia increased
in September, as food inflation rose. In China, CPI inflation moderated slightly to 0.7%, driven partly by weak
consumption demand. Elsewhere, the Philippines’ headline CPI print eased slightly. Slower transport inflation was the
primary factor that caused the moderation, although prices of food and non-alcoholic beverages also rose at a slower
pace.
Chinese President Xi calls for “proactively and steadily” promoting property tax legislation
In China, the National People’s Congress (NPC) announced that the State Council will expand pilot schemes to tax
residential and commercial property in cities. Policy makers have not declared when the tax will be rolled out, nor
locations where it will be introduced, but mentioned that legally owned rural households will be excluded. According
to states news agency Xinhua, the pilot programme will last for five years before the NPC turns it into a nationwide law.
The proposed property tax is part of President Xi’s “common prosperity” programme which aims, among other things,
to enhance housing affordability.
Market outlook
Slightly cautious on rates markets; expect Indonesian bonds to outperform
Concerns around persistent inflation and the risk of markets ramping up global rate hike bets should keep US rates
elevated in the near-term, in our view. That said, cognizant of the sharp repricing in the Fed fund rate last month, we are
taking a slightly cautious view on rates markets.
We expect Indonesian bonds to outperform, as demand is supported by positive supply technicals. We note that the
government’s financing requirements have largely been met, thus remaining auctions for 2021 may be cancelled.
Meanwhile, we see bonds of low-yielding countries like Singapore, South Korea and Thailand prone to bear flattening,
driven mainly by UST movement.
On currencies, we expect the US dollar to resume its ascent vis-à-vis regional currencies when US rates adjust higher.
The Singapore dollar is likely to outperform, following the MAS’s surprise shift to a tightening stance, while the South
Korean won, Philippines peso and Indian rupee could be most vulnerable to further sharp moves in oil prices. Thailand
has relaxed quarantine measures for selected travellers, and in our view Thai baht performance will be highly
dependent on the success of revival in tourism.

Asian credits
Market review
Asian credits retreat in October
Asian credits returned -1.35% in October, with credit spreads widening by 5.0 bps as UST yields rose. As with the
previous month, there was a marked divergence in performance between Asian high-grade (HG) and their high-yield
(HY) counterparts, as concerns around the Chinese property sector escalated. At end of month, Asian HG returned 0.31%, as the 7.0 bps tightening in spreads was insufficient to offset the rise in UST yields. HY retreated 5.17%, with
spreads widening by 100.1 bps.
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Sentiment towards Asia credit remained weak, particularly on the HY side, as contagion fears were further fuelled by
more Chinese property companies failing to make payments on their offshore bonds. Chinese developer Fantasia’s
default in early October took the markets by surprise, given that the company had earlier assured offshore investors of
sufficient liquidity to support debt repayment. With most investors caught unaware, the subsequent loss of confidence
in Chinese credits triggered a massive sell-off in Chinese HY names. Market sentiment eventually improved following a
slew of reassuring comments from policymakers and regulators. At the same time, Evergrande managed to stave off a
default by paying interest owed to international bondholders. Towards month-end, the Chinese property sector
succumbed to another sell-off—albeit weakness was significantly contained this time around—after at least two more
developers reported missed payments to bondholders.
A significant amount of US and Chinese macro data fell short of expectations. That said, US economic data suggested
the country’s economy remained on a recovery path. Meanwhile, the ongoing power shortage in China continued to
place downward pressure on the economy, at the same time pushing the producer price index (PPI) inflation to a record
high.
The striking gap between China and the rest of the region remained within Asian credit. Chinese credit spreads
widened by about 29 bps, while all other large country segments saw spreads tightening. By sector, considerable
spread widening was similarly focused on real estate, with spreads in other sectors ending the month mostly narrower.
In frontier markets, Moody’s downgraded Sri Lanka’s sovereign rating by a notch to “Caa2” and kept the outlook at
“stable”, citing “the absence of comprehensive financing to meet the government’s forthcoming significant maturities,
in the context of very low foreign exchange reserves, raises default risks”.
UST 10-year yields ended the month at 1.56%, about 7 bps higher compared to end-September. The UST yield curve
twist flattened during the month on inflation worries and fears of premature tightening. Minutes of the Fed’s
September meeting revealed some members voiced concern that current inflation pressures might last longer than
anticipated. Meanwhile, hawkish comments from a number of DM central banks reverberated throughout the month.
Some concerns about the economic outlook arose towards month-end in the wake of disappointing economic data.
Primary market activity subdued in October
Weak market sentiment and long holidays for China issuers contributed subdued primary market activity in October.
Forty-one new issues raised a total of USD 24.36 billion in the market. The HG space saw 29 new issues amounting to
about USD 16.34 billion, including a USD 4.50 billion four-tranche issue from TSMC Arizona Corp and USD 1.50 billion
two-tranche issue from Korea Development Bank. Meanwhile, the HY space saw approximately USD 8.02 billion worth
of new issues raised from 12 issues, including the USD 4.0 billion four-tranche sovereign issue from China, and USD
1.70 billion perpetual issue from China Cinda Asset Management.
Chart 2: JP Morgan Asia Credit Index (JACI)
Index rebased to 100 at 31 October 2020
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Note: Returns in USD. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance.
Source: Bloomberg, 31 October 2021
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Market outlook
Fundamentals supportive of tighter Asian credit spreads, though downside risks have increased
We believe medium-term fundamentals remain supportive of moderately tighter Asian credit spreads over the next six
months. However, near-term downside risks and market volatility have increased, which calls for a more gradual and
selective approach to adding credit risk over the next few months, in our view.
The tentative improvement in the COVID-19 situation across many Asian economies reinforces our view that the
setback to growth is likely to be temporary. Progress on vaccine rollout, the gradual re-opening in a number of
countries, as well as still supportive fiscal and monetary policies, should revive the growth momentum as we head into
2022. Similarly, overall Asian corporate credit fundamentals are expected to remain robust, although the positive
earnings momentum in the second half of 2021 could be softer and may vary in degree by sector. Notably, weak sales
and liquidity pressure could continue to impact the weaker developers in the China real estate space, potentially
leading to more distress or defaults. However, there have been tentative signs of authorities stepping in to stabilise
credit access and market sentiment to prevent an overcorrection that could lead to systemic risks. Credit selection will
remain key although overall valuation and more benign policy environment going forward argue for spread tightening
and opportunities in this space.
Other key downside risks that could derail this constructive outlook include a deeper China economic slowdown, more
aggressive tightening of monetary policy in the US and other major economies in response to prolonged elevated
inflation and a failure by US Congress to raise or suspend the country’s debt ceiling. Meanwhile, despite some recent
positive developments, uncertainties over US-China relations also remain in the background.
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Important information: This document is prepared by Nikko Asset Management Co., Ltd. and/or its affiliates (Nikko AM) and is for distribution only
under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable laws. This document does not constitute personal investment advice or a personal
recommendation and it does not consider in any way the objectives, financial situation or needs of any recipients. All recipients are recommended to
consult with their independent tax, financial and legal advisers prior to any investment.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investments or
participate in any trading strategy. Moreover, the information in this document will not affect Nikko AM’s investment strategy in any way. The
information and opinions in this document have been derived from or reached from sources believed in good faith to be reliable but have not been
independently verified. Nikko AM makes no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or liability for the
accuracy or completeness of this document. No reliance should be placed on any assumptions, forecasts, projections, estimates or prospects
contained within this document. This document should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Opinions
stated in this document may change without notice.
In any investment, past performance is neither an indication nor guarantee of future performance and a loss of capital may occur. Estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. Investors should be able to withstand the loss of any principal investment. The
mention of individual securities, sectors, regions or countries within this document does not imply a recommendation to buy or sell.
Nikko AM accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any part of this document, provided that
nothing herein excludes or restricts any liability of Nikko AM under applicable regulatory rules or requirements.
All information contained in this document is solely for the attention and use of the intended recipients. Any use beyond that intended by Nikko AM
is strictly prohibited.
Japan: The information contained in this document pertaining specifically to the investment products is not directed at persons in Japan nor is it
intended for distribution to persons in Japan. Registration Number: Director of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments firms) No. 368
Member Associations: The Investment Trusts Association, Japan/Japan Investment Advisers Association.
United Kingdom and rest of Europe: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd, which is authorised and regulated in
the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) (FRN 122084). This document constitutes a financial promotion for the purposes of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the FCA in the United Kingdom, and is directed at professional
clients as defined in the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance.
United States: This document may not be duplicated, quoted, discussed or otherwise shared without prior consent. Any offering or distribution of a
Fund in the United States may only be conducted via a licensed and registered broker-dealer or a duly qualified entity. Nikko Asset Management
Americas, Inc. is a United States Registered Investment Adviser.
Singapore: This document is for information to institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), and intermediaries
only. Nikko Asset Management Asia Limited (Co. Reg. No. 198202562H) is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Hong Kong: This document is for information to professional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance, and intermediaries only.
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission or any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. Nikko
Asset Management Hong Kong Limited is a licensed corporation in Hong Kong.
New Zealand: This document is issued in New Zealand by Nikko Asset Management New Zealand Limited (Company No. 606057, FSP22562). It is for
the use of wholesale clients, researchers, licensed financial advisers and their authorised representatives only.
Kingdom of Bahrain: The document has not been approved by the Central Bank of Bahrain which takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to
the public to purchase the Strategy will be made in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document is intended to be read by the addressee only and must
not be passed to, issued to, or shown to the public generally.
Kuwait: This document is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Strategy has not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwaiti
Capital Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Strategy in Kuwait on the basis a private placement or
public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public
offering of the Strategy is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Strategy will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or
solicitation or inducement activities are being used to offer or market the Strategy in Kuwait.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME), which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) in the United
Kingdom (the FCA Rules). This document should not be reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full
or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior written permission from Nikko AME.
This document does not constitute investment advice or a personal recommendation and does not consider in any way the suitability or
appropriateness of the subject matter for the individual circumstances of any recipient. In providing a person with this document, Nikko AME is not
treating that person as a client for the purposes of the FCA Rules other than those relating to financial promotion and that person will not therefore
benefit from any protections that would be available to such clients.
Nikko AME and its associates and/or its or their officers, directors or employees may have or have had positions or material interests, may at any time
make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, may provide or have provided corporate finance services to issuers or may provide or have
provided significant advice or investment services in any investments referred to in this document or in related investments. Relevant confidential
information, if any, known within any company in the Nikko AM group or Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings group and not available to Nikko AME
because of regulations or internal procedure is not reflected in this document. The investments mentioned in this document may not be eligible for
sale in some states or countries, and they may not be suitable for all types of investors.
Oman: The information contained in this document nether constitutes a public offer of securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by the
Commercial companies law of Oman (Royal decree 4/74) or the Capital Markets Law of Oman (Royal Decree80/98, nor does it constitute an offer to
sell, or the solicitation of any offer to buy non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive Regulations
to the Capital Market law (issued by Decision No. 1/2009). This document is not intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of whatsoever
nature within the territory of the Sultanate of Oman.
Qatar (excluding QFC): The Strategies are only being offered to a limited number of investors who are willing and able to conduct an independent
investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Strategies. The document does not constitute an offer to the public and should not be
reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior
written permission from Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME). No transaction will be concluded in your jurisdiction and any inquiries
regarding the Strategies should be made to Nikko AME.
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United Arab Emirates (excluding DIFC): This document and the information contained herein, do not constitute, and is not intended to constitute,
a public offer of securities in the United Arab Emirates and accordingly should not be construed as such. The Strategy is only being offered to a
limited number of investors in the UAE who are (a) willing and able to conduct an independent investigation of the risks involved in an investment in
such Strategy, and (b) upon their specific request.
The Strategy has not been approved by or licensed or registered with the UAE Central Bank, the Securities and Commodities Authority or any other
relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the UAE. This document is for the use of the named addressee only and should not be
given or shown to any other person (other than employees, agents or consultants in connection with the addressee's consideration thereof).
No transaction will be concluded in the UAE and any inquiries regarding the Strategy should be made to Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd.
Republic of Korea: This document is being provided for general information purposes only, and shall not, and under no circumstances is, to be
construed as, an offering of financial investment products or services. Nikko AM is not making any representation with respect to the eligibility of any
person to acquire any financial investment product or service. The offering and sale of any financial investment product is subject to the applicable
regulations of the Republic of Korea. Any interests in a fund or collective investment scheme shall be sold after such fund is registered under the
private placement registration regime in accordance with the applicable regulations of the Republic of Korea, and the offering of such registered fund
shall be conducted only through a locally licensed distributor.
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